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LONG-TERM GOALS

The work described here supports the Office of Naval Research Departmental Research Initiative (DRI) for research on the “Impact of Typhoons on the Ocean in the Pacific” (ITOP). One of central themes of the DRI is to better characterize and predict the ocean boundary layer (OBL) and its impact on typhoon (hurricane) evolution. This is one component of developing improved prediction models for the coupled atmosphere-ocean-wave system. Cooling of the sea surface temperature (SST) is a critical coupling variable influencing atmosphere-ocean hurricane dynamics; SST is largely determined by OBL turbulence, surface wave processes, and mixed layer entrainment. Our research goal is to model the strongly forced wind and wave driven upper OBL using turbulence resolving large-eddy simulation (LES) with explicit wave effects, viz., wave-current interactions and breaking waves and examine their impact on ocean mixing during hurricane events.

OBJECTIVES

The specific research objectives for ITOP are: (1) conduct process studies using LES of the OBL with different combinations of time varying large scale forcings and surface wave effects and examining their impact on ocean mixing; (2) evaluate and compare these LES results with predictions obtained using a 1-D column model of the OBL based on the K-Profile Parameterization (KPP); and (3) compare our simulation results with available observations. Inertial resonance, storm residence time, and the larger scale environment are some of the processes to be examined in our simulations.
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**APPROACH**

In order to examine the dynamics of the upper ocean boundary layer under high wind forcing we developed an LES model of the OBL that accounts for surface wave effects through non-conservative breaking waves and phase-averaged, conservative wave-current interactions which lead to Langmuir circulations (Sullivan et al. 2007). The equations for the resolved flow components are the Craik-Leibovich (CL) theory with crucial wave-current coupling through the vortex force. The larger scale forcing (momentum and scalar fluxes) and wave fields are externally imposed in the LES.

**WORK COMPLETED**

**Meetings:** We attended a PI meeting in Santa Fe, NM that focused on a first look at the extensive observation datasets collected during the ITOP field campaign conducted in the Fall of 2010.

**OBL LES and Coupling to Wavewatch 3:** During the past year, we collaborated extensively with Dr. Leonel Romero from Scripps Institute of Oceanography, who helped us initiate a one-way coupling between the wave prediction model NOAA/NCEP Wavewatch 3 and our LES code for the OBL. This coupling, although very idealized, allows us to drive ocean LES with realistic time and space varying wave fields that are generated by hurricane winds. Thus a consistent set of wind and wave fields are input to the LES. Our canonical surface winds and waves are an idealization of Hurricane Frances (Sanford et al., 2011; Zedler 2007). In addition to the standard suite of variables output by Wavewatch 3 (WW3), the wave spectra are further processed to generate fields pertinent to our air-sea interaction research, viz., wave age, turbulent Langmuir number, Stokes drift velocity, wind-wave alignment, and Stokes depth scale. Preliminary results from the WW3 simulations are discussed in the RESULTS section and will be further described in future publications.

The general design of the LES experiments is to pass a hurricane vortex over small LES domains as sketched in Fig. 1. Now, the surface momentum and scalar fluxes and wave fields imposed at the water surface are those generated by WW3 along selected time slices within the storm path. Our process studies examine the impact of inertially rotating wind stress, resonant and anti-resonant forcing, along lines to the right and left of the storm track.

Two LES computational domains with different horizontal extent are used. On the left hand side \( X = -60 \text{ km} \), which has slightly weaker forcing, a small domain \((L_x, L_y, L_z) = (750, 750, -240) \text{ m} \) was found acceptable. On the right hand side of the storm, \( X = 60 \text{ km} \), the vigorous forcing and inertially rotating wind stress generates a system of large-scale random gravity waves in the hurricane wake. Test runs indicated that these structures were only adequately captured by increasing the horizontal area of the small domain LES by a factor of 4. Thus, a large domain is used on the right hand side with \((L_x, L_y, L_z) = (1500, 1500, -240) \text{ m} \). The number of gridpoints in the small domain is \((N_x, N_y, N_z) = (512, 512, 256) \) and is increased to \((1024, 1024, 256) \) in the large domain; thus the horizontal spacing \( \Delta x = \Delta y = 1.46 \text{ m} \) in all the computational boxes. In
the vertical direction, we use a stretched vertical grid where the spacing between any neighboring cells is held fixed at the ratio $K = 1.00451$ with the first gridpoint located at $\Delta z_1 = -0.5$ m. Based on these choices, the cell aspect ratio $\Delta x/\Delta z = (2.93, 1.54)$ at $z = (0, -100)$ m. The small and large computational boxes are able to capture small-scale turbulence at early times and larger scales of motion that develop during the rapid deepening of the OBL at the time of maximum winds.

The initial temperature sounding is simply constructed from two linear segments: Over the depth $h_i \leq z \leq 0$, $\theta = 302.4$ K and for $z < h_i$ the temperature decreases at a rate of 0.04 K m$^{-1}$. This is approximately the variation observed for Hurricane Frances (Sanford et al., 2011). $h_i = -32$ m is the initial OBL depth. The Coriolis parameter is $f = 0.681 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$ which corresponds to an inertial period $T = 25.6$ hrs. The simulations are initiated from rest with small random perturbations in the temperature field under the wind and wave forcing from hour 10 of the WW3 simulation. At this time, the wind and wave fields are slowly varying with winds less than 10 m s$^{-1}$. Next, these external forcings are held constant and the simulations are integrated for 10 physical hours to generate fully developed equilibrium turbulence. The resulting mean currents are $O(0.05)$ m s$^{-1}$, and the initial state of these weak currents has minimal impact on the resulting long time ocean response under strong forcing (Crawford et al., 1996, p. 889). The time step $\Delta t$ in the code is dynamically picked to obey a fixed Courant-Fredrichs-Lewy condition. $\Delta t$ varies by an order of magnitude, from [0.3 − 5] s, and more than 300,000 timesteps are needed to cover the 70 physical hours of the simulation. With a storm translation speed of 5.5 m s$^{-1}$ the LES domains are initially located more than 800 km from the storm center shown in Fig. 1. The parallelization of the code is described by Sullivan & Patton (2011).

RESULTS

The $X - t$ Hovmöller contour maps presented in Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate some of the variability in the wind and wave fields induced by our hypothetical storm over the horizontal domain $X = \pm 300$ km for a time period of more than 50 hrs. In this figure, time is referenced to the time of maximum winds $t_m$. Thus, the $X$ cross section is ahead of the storm for $t - t_m < 0$ and is behind the storm (in the storm wake) for $t - t_m > 0$. Inspection of the contours in Fig. 2 shows that the windspeed $|U_a|$ is asymmetrical about $X = 0$ km, a consequence of the storm translation speed $V_h$, with the largest values $\sim 50$ m s$^{-1}$ on the right hand side of the storm track.

Given the surface winds the primary output of the wave model is the 2D wave height spectrum $F(\varpi, \Phi)$ which varies with radial frequency $\varpi$ and angular position $\Phi$. The wave spectra are further processed to generate the wave-age field (Fig. 2) and Stokes drift velocity (Fig. 3). Wave age is defined as $A = C_p/|U_a|$ where $C_p$ is the phase speed of the peak in the wave height spectrum. $A$ varies widely in space and time across the storm path. Wave age is a broad indicator of wave breaking activity; the breaking activity tends to increase with decreasing wave age, but also depends on wave steepness. Extensive periods of growing waves $A \sim 0.5$ are observed near the time of maximum winds with the lowest wave age on the right hand side of the storm. For time periods well ahead of the storm center, $A \sim 1.2$ indicative of near wind-wave equilibrium conditions. At $t - t_m \sim -20$ hrs, the wave age jumps abruptly, $A > 2$, as fast moving swell propagates rapidly ahead of the storm eye. In the wake of the storm $t - t_m > 0$, the wave-age again
slowly approaches wind-wave equilibrium and at long times \( t - t_m > 20 \) hrs the wave state again becomes swell dominated. These estimates of wave age in a hurricane are consistent with values deduced from observations of 1D spectra documented by Young (1998) who reports values ranging from \([0.5 - 2.0]\).

A key variable for our LES is the Stokes drift velocity \( \mathbf{u}_s \) which appears in the vortex force \( \mathbf{u}_s \times \widehat{\omega} \) where \( \widehat{\omega} \) is the resolved vorticity. For a broadband wave spectrum \( \mathbf{u}_s \) is obtained by the integration (Kenyon, 1969)

\[
\mathbf{u}_s(z) = 2 \int_{0}^{\infty} \int_{-\pi}^{\pi} k \, \widehat{\omega} \, F(\omega, \phi) \, e^{i k |z|} \, d\phi \, d\omega
\]

where \( k \) denotes the horizontal wavenumber vector. The Stokes drift velocity \( \mathbf{u}_s \) inherits the complexity of the wave field through (1); it varies with wind speed, spatial position, and time as depicted in Fig. 3. For our particular choice of storm propagation direction, the largest Stokes drift occurs in component \( u_s \hat{j} \) on the right hand side of the storm track. The distribution of the wave field is more asymmetrical than the wind field mainly due to the “extended” fetch on the right hand side of a translating hurricane (Young, 2003). As a result, the distribution of \( u_s \) is strongly asymmetrical about \( X = 0 \) km a reflection of the strongest winds and better wind-wave alignment on the storm right hand side. \( u_s \hat{i} \) is clearly largest (most negative) in front of the storm center with contours roughly symmetrical about \( X = 0 \) km.

Past LES of steady aligned wind-wave cases and a limited number of field observations find vertical velocity is a robust signature of Langmuir turbulence. In the Langmuir turbulence regime, coherent Langmuir cells form and these structures can be detected in the instantaneous vertical velocity field and furthermore impact the statistical (average) moments of \( \mathbf{\omega} \). Figure 4 compares the maximum resolved second order moment \( \langle \mathbf{\omega}^2 \rangle_{max} \) and the minimum resolved third-order moment \( \langle \mathbf{\omega}^3 \rangle_{min} \) diagnosed from our simulations with and without wave effects along the tracks \( X = \pm 60 \) km. These temporally varying moments are obtained by first computing the vertical profiles \( \langle \mathbf{w}(z,t)^2 \rangle \) and \( \langle \mathbf{w}(z,t)^3 \rangle \) at all \( z \) for a given \( t \); \( \langle \rangle \) denotes an \( x - y \) spatial average over the LES domain. \( \langle \mathbf{w}(t)^2 \rangle_{max} \) and \( \langle \mathbf{w}(t)^3 \rangle_{min} \) are found by searching for the appropriate maximum or minimum along their respective vertical profiles and are then normalized by the local surface friction velocity \( u_s(X,t) \). We note the vertical locations of the maximum and minimum vary with time. These positions are always located in the upper surface layer of the OBL but are found deeper in the waters as the winds and waves increase.

The time series shown in Fig. 4 are compelling evidence for Langmuir turbulence in the hurricane driven OBL. The \( w \)–moments are sensitive to the location within the storm track, depend on the time and space evolving wind and wave fields, and the inclusion of phase averaged wave-current interactions in the LES. Over the lifetime of the simulation with vortex force \( \langle \mathbf{\omega}^2 \rangle_{max} > 2 \) along the track \( X = 60 \) km. Notice also that during the time period \([-5,5]\) hours, the maximum vertical velocity variance exceeds 2.5 and this level persists in the hurricane wake. \( u_s \) varies by about a factor of 7 over the simulation lifetime and thus the dynamic range of \( \langle \mathbf{\omega}^2 \rangle_{max} \) is broad. Surprisingly, simple scaling by \( u_s \) captures much of the variation in \( w \)–variance. On the left side of the storm track, the maximum \( w \)–variance at first tracks its counterpart on the right hand side, then gradually decays, reaches a minimum value at the time of maximum winds, and gradually recovers in the hurricane wake. The differences between the variations on
the right and left hand side of the storm are dramatic and can be traced to the wave fields and wind-Stokes alignment. The mis-aligned wind and wave fields and the very low values of Stokes drift around the time of maximum winds on the left hand side of the storm track effectively shut off the vortex force. In the simulations without vortex force, the maximum $w$—variance is nearly independent of the track position and is $\mathcal{O}(1)$, similar to what is expected for a flat-wall boundary layer flow.

The impact of wave-current interactions on the third-order vertical velocity moment is even more impressive upon comparing cases with and without vortex force. With vortex force the minimum third-order moment can be 10 times larger than its no vortex force counterpart. Thus we find CL mechanics are active and critical in our simulations but varies with the wave state. The surface Stokes drift velocity on the right side of the storm track scales reasonably well with the local friction velocity $u_*$. Our results are in good agreement with the measurements of D’Asaro (2001).

Flow visualization of the instantaneous vertical velocity at the time of maximum winds is compelling evidence for Langmuir turbulence. In Fig. 5, we show images of resolved $\bar{w}/u_*$ from two simulations: the upper panel is from the left (non-resonant) side while the lower panel is from the right (resonant) side of the storm track. As expected based on the time series of $\langle \bar{w}^2 \rangle_{\text{max}}$ and $\langle \bar{w}^2 \rangle_{\text{min}}$ shown in Fig. 4, there is scant evidence for the formation of Langmuir cells on the left hand side of the track. In contrast, impressive vertically oriented streaks are found on the right hand side. Note at this time the winds and stresses in the lower image are oriented in the positive $y$ direction (see vectors in the image). The streaks show mergers and are found to significantly alter the turbulent dynamics in the upper OBL. Thus, wave-current interactions are most active on the resonant side of the storm.

**IMPACT/APPLICATIONS**

The LES results obtained here for hurricane driven OBLs can be used to guide the interpretation of observations collected during the ITOP program. In addition, the results can be used to test simpler 1-D parameterizations of the ocean mixed layer that are used in large scale models. Our particular interest is in evaluating and improving the so-called K-profile parameterization (KPP) that is routinely used in the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS).

**TRANSITIONS & RELATED PROJECTS**

The present work has links to the ONR DRI on High Resolution Air-Sea Interaction (HIRES) that focuses on the interaction of waves and turbulence in the atmospheric surface layer. For a description of HRES see [http://airsea.ucsd.edu/hires/](http://airsea.ucsd.edu/hires/). The LES model being developed for HIRES is also being used in the present work.
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Figure 1: Sketch of an idealized hurricane vortex used for setting the surface forcing conditions in LES. The vortex propagates left to right with speed $V_h$ and has a characteristic length scale (radius of maximum winds) $\Lambda$. The families of solid and dotted circles indicate the position of the vortex at initial time $t$ and at a later time $t + \Delta t$, respectively. The fixed points (R, L) to the right ($X > 0$) and left ($X < 0$) of the vortex center (c) feel the time history of winds and waves along the horizontal gray lines.
**Figure 2:** The hurricane vortex propagates left to right and the fields are shown in the form of an X-t Hovmöller diagram, i.e., the temporal variation of a particular field is shown for a chosen x cross section. Time is referenced to the time of maximum winds $t_m$. The upper panel shows contours of wind speed (in m s$^{-1}$) imposed in the Wavewatch 3 simulations. The lower panel depicts the wave age $\mathcal{A} = \frac{C_p}{|U_a|}$ over the lifetime of the storm.
Figure 3: Upper and lower panels show the Stokes velocity components \((u_s, v_s)\) at the water surface for the imposed wind field. The color bar is in units of \(\text{m s}^{-1}\).
Figure 4: Temporal variation of the maximum resolved vertical velocity variance \((w^2)_{\text{max}}\) and minimum resolved third-order moment \((w^3)_{\text{min}}\) for cases with and without wave effects and locations left and right of the storm center. Simulations with wave effects [a) \(X = 60\) km, b) \(X = -60\) km] and simulations with no wave effects [c) \(X = 60\) km, d) \(X = -60\) km]. The normalization is by \(u_*(X,t)\).
Figure 5: Flow visualization of the vertical velocity field normalized by local $u_*$ on the left (upper panel) and right (lower panel) sides of the storm at the time of maximum winds. The arrows indicate the direction of the wind (white) and Stokes drift (red). Note the formation of vigorous Langmuir cells on the right hand side of the storm track.